Peer review influences decisively personal advancement, research opportunities, salaries, grantfunding, promotion, and tenure. It claims to exert quality control of manuscripts and improve them, to promote innovative research, foster dissemination of new research, and to serve as a means to rank researchers, journals, and institutions. Nowadays per review mainly serves the purpose of imprinting a signal of quality on a scholar's research. This requires a perfect performance of peer review. However, Artículo recibido en mayo de 2005 y aceptado para su publicación en octubre de 2005. Artículo disponible en versión lectrónica en la página www.revista-eea.net, ref. : -23301. 
BASIC PROBLEMS AND THE PERFORMANCE OF PEER REVIEW

Publish or Perish: The Central Role of Peer Review
Scientific journals were originally launched in the seventeenth century to speed up the publication process because printed books, the most acceptable way until then to publish new research findings, was time-consuming (Szenberg 1994, p. 305; Kronick 1990; Burnham 1990 ). In our time, the role of publications has fundamentally changed. Beyond serving the dissemination of new scientific ideas and discoveries, they have become the main vehicles for personal advancement, research opportunities, salaries, grant-funding, promotion and tenure. Getting research published is decisive for the fate of both individual researchers and entire academic departments (Peters and Ceci 1982a, p. 187; Mahoney 1982, p. 220) . Unsatisfactory publication records may cause the extinction of academic careers of individual scholars and, in terms of universities and their departments, damaged their reputation, impair a department's grant-funding abilities.
Whenever the stakes are so high, all kinds of manipulation, which concern the performance of peer review, are around the corner. The challenge of fair and impartial peer review has, therefore, been taken up by many disciplines (Cf., e.g., Juhasz et al. 1975, pp. 177-8; Speck 1993) . The American Medical Association has so far sponsored four international congresses on peer review in biomedical publication.
2 Concerning the analysis of peer review processes, economics lags behind. Of course, there is Shepherd's (1995) impressive collection and some other seminal research, but, as compared with other disciplines, much research must still be done if economics is to become at par with other disciplines.
In the next section, we shall state the aims of peer review as they are commonly stated in the literature, as well as a fairness requirement. Thereafter, we shall briefly confront the aims and the accomplishment of the fairness requirement with the empirical facts.
The August Aims of Peer Review and the Fairness Requirement
Peer review has been harnessed to the following ends (Horrobin 1990; Cicchetti 1991 ): 1. Quality control. It has three facets, to wit: a. Minimization of Type I and Type II errors, i.e., defective papers should not be accepted and good papers should not be rejected (Laband 1990, p. 342) . b. Signal of manuscript excellence when it is published in a prestigious journal (Shepherd 1995, p. 134 ). c. Prevention of plagiarism and fraud to protect intellectual property rights. 2. Quality improvement of manuscripts (Goudsmith, 1969; Laband 1990; Goodman et al. 1994; Hamermesh 1994, p. 156) . 3. Impartial promotion of innovative research, in particular, new paradigms. 4. Selection of projects for grants funding. This field of peer review has gained importance in the post-world-war-II era, where the financing of research was shifted to funding. 5. Admission of papers for conference presentation. 6. Quality rankings of researchers, journals, and institutions (Garfield 1972; Hawkins et al. 1973; Malouin and Outreville 1987) .
Moreover, when pursuing these goals, peer review should proceed in an impartial and fair way. On this requirement, we concur with Peters and Ceci (1982b, p. 252) , who insist:
that science must uphold a fairness doctrine. This, to us, means that everyone should have fair access to journal space and federal funds. Fair is defined here as being judged on the merit of one's ideas, not on the basis of academic rank, sex, place of work, 
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Both kinds of errors bring editors into disgrace. Their behaviour is governed by the greater disgrace inflicted to them by Type I errors or Type II errors. When Type II errors are intelligible in a clear-cut way by the profession, editors will shy away from Type II errors. This happens in particular for the natural sciences such as physics, chemistry, and mathematics (Cole 1991, p. 140) . Indeed, journals in these disciplines have the lowest rejection rates (Zuckerman and Merton 1971; Lazarus 1982; Adair 1982) . However, when Type I errors can more easily be identified than Type II errors, editors shy away from Type I errors. This is typically the case for the humanities whose journals exhibit record rejection rates.
Greater aversion of committing Type I or Type II errors, respectively, seems to have given rise to the adoption of different refereeing modes: Low-rejection journals employ sequential refereeing (a second referee report is solicited only if the first is negative), whereas high-rejection journals reject many papers without refereeing at all, and employ simultaneous refereeing for the rest. The editors of simultaneously refereed journals tend to consider a single negative referee report -irrespective of its quality -as a sufficient reason to reject a paper (see also Zuckerman and Merton 1971, p. 78; Bakanic et al. 1990, p. 378; Hargens and Herting 1990b, p. 97) .
Referee reports can also be considered in terms of reliability, which is simply the correlation between the quality assessments of a paper by different referees (Gulliksen 1950, p. 78; Kraemer 1991, p. 153) . Note that high reliability may coexist with low validity (when referees express similar evaluations which suffer from a high error; cf. Gilmore 1991) , and low reliability may coexist along with high validity (when different referees realize different true characteristics of a paper).
The large majority of empirical studies evidenced a rather weak reliability among referees. 4 Some scholars argue that heterogeneous referees are chosen because they provide different background of expertise for the respective manuscript. 5 However, such improvements in information require prudent editors who are able to digest and process the plentiful information (Stricker 1991; Crandall 1991; Gordon 1982, p. 213) . However, referee reliability gains momentum for high-rejection-journals whose editors are panicked at the sheer idea of ever committing a Type I error, and, therefore, tend to give credence to the referee report which is most hurtful to the author. This attitude prevents publication of many deserving papers (Cole 1991) . Griffith (1982, p. 215) acknowledged "that low interjudge reliability probably cannot be changed; 4. Ingelfinger (1974, p. 690) ; Lazarus (1982) ; Cicchetti (1991, pp. 121-7) ; Marsh and Ball (1989, p. 153) ; Mahoney (1977, pp. 170-1) ; Munley et al. (1988, p. 200) ; Fiske and Fogg (1990, p. 595) ; Blank (1991 Blank ( , p. 1059 ; Bakanic et al. (1987, p. 632) . 5. Wilson (1978 Wilson ( , pp. 1698 ; Hargens (1988, p. 148) ; Hargens and Herting (1990a, p.2; 1990b, p.94) ; Bailar (1991, p. 138) ; Kiesler (1991, p. 151) ; Kraemer (1991, pp. 152-3) ; Roediger (1991, p. 159) .
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Peer Review as a Signal of Manuscript Excellence
Curiously enough, journal articles are not being read widely; they serve another purpose. There is more than a grain of truth in Takashi Negishi's sarcastic remark: "There is a rumor that on the average an academic paper has less than two readers including a referee." 6 No economist can ever regularly read even a small subset of the 700 economics journals of the Coupé (2000b) list. The ubiquity of economics journals has caused a shift in their central focus. Whereas half a century ago their main service was the dissemination of research, their main purpose is nowadays to imprint a signal of quality on a scholar's research. The typical journal subscriber notes that N.N.'s paper appears in the table of contents, and infers that N.N.'s work must be important. After looking for papers concerned with the reader's own specialty, (s)he casts a glimpse at some abstracts, and subsequently entombs the journal on the shelf, never to be opened again (Shepherd 1995, pp. 134-5) .
Towards the end of the 1950's, the American Psychological Association became interested in the problem of efficient and effective communication of scientific information. In 1960, the National Science Foundation granted funds to the American Psychological Association to carry out research on scientific information exchange in psychology. W.D. Garvey and B.C. Griffith were entrusted with this research, which they pursued over the decade 1960-70. A very condensed report of their findings was published in the American Psychologist in 1971 (Garvey and Griffith 1971) . We feel that their findings are even today of utmost relevance.
The central message of their findings is that journals perform only a minor role in the dissemination of findings, let alone initiating new research efforts. For instance, for research efforts in psychology, ideas for less than one out of seven originated from sources such as journal articles, presentations at national meetings, etc. (Garvey and Griffith 1971, p. 354) . The bulk of communication and dissemination of current research runs over informal outlets such as personal communications, technical reports, discussion papers, and preprints. When it comes to manuscript submission to a journal, the author "is likely to have disseminated his findings on several occasions prior to submitting it to a journal" (Garvey and Griffith 1971, p. 358) . As research is an ongoing process for most scholars, they typically consider the research cycle as complete when a manuscript has been submitted to a journal. Meanwhile, new research had already been started by some 70% of researchers (Garvey and Griffith 1971, p. 358) .
When the manuscript has toiled through the referee process and is published, the "article, now part of the primary literature of science, becomes a permanent record of completed research; that is, it becomes part of the 'archives' of science." (Garvey and Griffith 1971, p. 359.) As its content has already been communicated to the scholar's closer scientific community, it is no wonder that at most 1% of all articles are actually being read (Garvey and Griffith 1971, p. 358) .
What had been noticed by Garvey and Griffith some four decades ago has since become much more pronounced due to the advent of the electronic age. The web enables researchers to become quickly aware on the most recent research in their field, and hardly any one will wait for two or even more years until important research has eventually been published. Rather than being a means of rapid information, publication in paper journals has become a more or less pompous funeral for a manuscript. It is, taken by itself, questionable whether the publication ceremony is, thus, worth its effort. If, on top of that, peer review lacks impartiality and fairness, the imprint of manuscript excellence becomes dubious, too.
Prevention of Plagiarism and Fraud
In Section 1.4 we will demonstrate that referees are "astonishingly ignorant of what had recently been published in their own journals" (Horrobin 1982, p. 217) . Thus, it is no wonder that peer review is largely impotent to prevent plagiarism and fraud. Moreover, retractions and corrections of and comments on published articles demonstrate referee and editor inattentiveness in manuscript review.
7 Therefore, some editors try to stifle all respective moves.
8 Thus, the instances of plagiarism and fraud which have, in spite of all that, come to the fore, are but the tip of an iceberg. Even those few cases suffice to demonstrate the impotence of peer review to effectively prevent plagiarism and fraud. 
Quality Improvement of Manuscripts
Peer review can bring about quality improvement of manuscripts if referees spend sufficient time to evaluate a manuscript and if they possess skills that are not inferior as compared with the authors' expertise. Yet referees do not seem to spend too much 7. This applies to authors as well; cf. Pfeifer and Snodgrass (1990); Horton (2002) . Moreover, retractions do not seem to have much effect: Budd et al. (1998) found that retracted articles continue to be cited as valid work in the biomedical literature after publication of the retraction in 94% of the observed cases. 8. Cf., e.g., Broad (1980a,b) ; Pfeifer and Snodgrass (1990) ; Friedman (1990); McCutchen (1991, pp. 33-5) . 9. Cf., e.g., Shepherd (1995, p. 23); Broad (1980a,b; 1981a,b) ; Broad and Wade (1982) ; Steward and Feder (1987) ; Friedman (1990); Sayre (1975) ; Manwell and Baker (1979) ; von Rauchhaupt (2002); Wade (1976) .
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10
Referee replication studies of published articles have revealed major errors in the manuscripts, which were obviously overlooked by the referees. Although the studies vary, they show that less than one third of all published manuscripts would have passed a careful referee process.
11
However, the most spectacular failures of peer review were disclosed by using bogus manuscripts to test referee quality. This method was pioneered by Ross (1979; for the field of belles-lettres. He typed up Jerzy Kosinski's 1968 novel Steps and submitted it, untitled, under the pseudonym Erik Demos to 14 major publishing houses and 13 literary agents. Ross (1982, p. 236) reports: "The highly acclaimed novel, which had won the prestigious National Book Award for fiction in 1969, was rejected by all (including Random House, its original publisher). No one recognized the work, and no one thought it deserved to be published."
Impressed by Ross' study, Peters and Ceci (1980, 1982a) selected 12 top-ranked psychology journals and resubmitted a randomly selected (and slightly camouflaged) article, which had been published between 18 and 32 months ago, as a manuscript to the same journal which had published this article. Referees and editors, taken together 38 persons, were involved in manuscript evaluation. Only three of them (in different journals) actually detected that the respective paper had already been published in the very same journal. This amounts to a rate of 92%. Out of the remaining nine manuscripts, one was accepted and eight were rejected. Peters and Ceci spotted two possible explanations for their results, to wit, (i) less competence of the initial referees, and (ii) systematic bias in favor of authors' status and institutional affiliation. The first explanation can be ruled out on purely statistical grounds, leaving only the latter explanation.
A similar experiment was conducted by Epstein (1990) for 108 social work journals and for 38 journals belonging to allied disciplines. Epstein modified a widely cited article by Purcell et al. (1969) , which has had more than 50 citations in the Social Science Citation Index since its publication. The Epstein results were similar to Peters and Ceci's in their devastating findings, but space does not allow dealing with them in greater detail.
12 Meyer (1999, pp. 546-9) conducted a similar experiment of re-10. Cf., e.g., Jauch and Wall (1989, p. 163); Lock and Smith (1990, p. 1343); Yankauer (1990); McNutt et al. (1990 McNutt et al. ( , p. 1373 Nylenna et al. (1994, p. 150) . Analyzing the quality of referee reports of 420 manuscripts submitted to the British Medical Journal, Black et al. (1998) found only one major characteristic which determined the quality of referee reports, viz. the time spent on a review. Quality improvement was observed for times up to three hours, but not beyond. 11. Cf., e.g., Dewald et al. (1986); Garfunkel et al. (1990a) ; Hubbard and Vetter (1996) ; Schor and Karten (1966); Murray (1988) ; Eichhorn and Yankauer (1987) ; Evans et al. (1990); Altman (2002) . 12. In a follow-up study, Epstein (2004) observed 73.5% inadequate referee reports.
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13
A comprehensive study was carried out by Baxt et al. (1998) . In fall 1994, they sent a bogus manuscript to 262 referees of the Annals of Emergency Medicine, a 25 years-old journal with a circulation of more than 25,000. "The work was stated to have been a double-blind, placebo control study of the effect of intravenous propanolol on pain in 100 consecutive patients who presented to the emergency department with acute migraine headaches. The work purported to demonstrate that propanolol significantly reduced the pain of migraine compared with placebo." (Baxt et al. 1998, p. 311 .) There were ten major and thirteen minor errors placed in the manuscript. 203 reviews were received (response rate 78%), of which 15 recommended acceptance, 67 revision, 117 rejection, and 4 had no clear-cut recommendation. The referees recommending rejection had the highest hit rate of the errors. Yet even this group identified only 39.1% of the major errors and 25.2% of the minor errors. Only 31% of referees identified even a single statistical error, 14.8% of the referees misspelled propanolol throughout their reviews, only 9 referees identified the two existing previous articles on the use of propanolol for migraine headaches, 14 and only 3 referees identified the two references which were fabricated and did not exist in the literature. 68% of the referees failed to realize that the conclusions were not supported by the data.
Direct manuscript improvement due to peer review was studied by Goodman et al. (1994) . They asked 44 experts (physicians and epidemiologists) to evaluate the quality of 111 manuscripts accepted by the Annals of Internal Medicine from March 1992 to March 1993. 15 Two versions of each manuscript were evaluated, the version originally submitted and the version sent to the printer for publication after all modifications based on peer review, editors' comments, and copyediting. All manuscript versions were reformatted to show identical appearance. Authors' names and affiliations were removed. The two manuscript versions were randomly assigned to different experts. Goodman et al. (1994) supplied their experts with a questionnaire consisting of 34 items on various criteria of manuscript evaluation. Goodman et al. (1994, pp. 13-4) observed 33 improvements of the 34 items after peer review and editing. Alas, although they bravely championed manuscript improvement due to peer review, only four items showed statistically significant 13. Mahoney (1982, p. 221) reported that in one of his studies of the peer-review system "the emotional intensity and resistance of several participants were expressed in the form of charges of ethical misconduct and attempts to have me fired." 14. The bogus manuscript had stated that this study represented the first use of propanolol for the treatment of acute migraine headaches, in spite of previous published work by Fuller and Guiloff (1990) and Banerjee and Findley (1991). improvements. Moreover, with respect to the 32 multi-refereed manuscripts, interreferee reliability was low. The intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.12 for the average score and 0.02 for the percentage scores (Goodman et al. 1994, p. 14) . These results show that the case for manuscript improvements due to peer review can enjoy but feeble support. If it is present at all, its effect is very modest.
In spite of the long spells it takes for authors to receive reactions to their manuscripts (at least in the humanities), referees do not expend much time to review a paper, seem to be markedly less, rather than more, skilled than the authors of the manuscripts, and, on top of that, indulge in considerable carelessness. Notice that we do not contend that this picture holds for any particular referee, but that it characterizes the average referee pattern. 
Impartial Promotion of Innovative Research
Avoidance of Type I Errors Impedes Innovation
When referees and editors try to minimize Type I errors, they inevitably maximize Type II errors, which strongly discriminates against innovative papers whose novelty is recognized by a minority of referees only. When this meets with editorial attitudes to reject manuscripts in the presence of a single negative referee report, it becomes obvious that innovative papers encounter immense difficulties getting published. This is, in particular, the case for the humanities, 17 although the literature is also glutted with Type II errors in the natural sciences.
18
This implies, conversely, a simple recipe to get one's papers published: The paper "should be written in one day, with one idea or less, it should fit well in the literature, and in particular in the literature with the editor or the potential referees in it." [Chichilnisky in Shepherd (1995, p. 57) .] In response to this environment, authors concentrate mainly on methodological aspects of manuscripts on the traditional topics, rather than directing their effort on innovative research. Drawing on his experience 15. They had to rely on the judgment of experts different from the original referees to investigate whether manuscripts had actually improved due to revision initiated by the referee reports. 16. Horrobin (1982, p. 217) , past editor of two journals, Prostaglandines and Medicine and Medical Hypotheses, remarked that, from his own experience, about one-third of referee reports were accurate as they report on important issues and are fair in their recommendations. About onethird are accurate but obsessed with the trivial and recommend revision or rejection on inadequate grounds, and about one-third are objectively inaccurate. He adds: "What constantly astonishes me is the intemperate language in which many reports in the last two categories are couched. The lack of sound judgment among people who have the fate of science and the lives of others in their hands is appalling." 17. Cf., e.g. Chichilnisky in Shepherd (1995, p. 57) : "in my experience, the more innovative and interesting the paper, the more likely it is to be rejected." 18. Cf., McCutchen (1991, p. 31); Ingelfinger (1974, p. 691); Yalow (1978; 1982, p. 244) .
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THE PERFORMANCE OF PEER REVIEW AND A BEAUTY CONTEST OF REFEREE... Aplicada, 2005: 505-551 • Vol. 23-3 as an editor of a major economics journal, Ellison has presented a formal model to explain the declining importance of a paper's main contribution in favor of its technical perfection, due to extensive reviewing. "Researchers react by spending less and less time developing new insights and more and more time padding and polishing papers." (Ellison 2002b (Ellison , p. 1024 However, both referees and editors would strongly deny that they are inimical to innovative research -and we may well assume that they do their best not to impede it. However, being strongly averse to Type I errors, they look for obvious and cheap signals of paper excellence. Several signals stand out, viz. personal knowledge of the author, the prestige of the author's institution, and affirmative results of the manuscript. The first two signals give rise to favoritism, the last one represents a confirmatory bias.
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Favoritism
Editors are glutted with manuscripts (Goodstein 1982, p. 213) . They neither have enough time to screen them thoroughly, nor engage a sufficient number of referees to do it for them. Having thus little idea of a paper's quality, they employ personal knowledge of the author 19 and the prestige of the author's institution as signals. Manuscripts which bear the imprints of such signals are passed on to referees; others are rejected without any further attention. Both signals work out as favoritism.
Moreover, note that an "editor not only has a commitment to quality control, but a vested interest in the prestige of the journal. Just as authors attract kudos in terms of where they publish, so journals undoubtedly gain prestige in terms of whom as well as what they publish." 20 A nice anecdote was contributed by Rosenthal (1982, p. 235) in his comment on the Peters and Ceci (1982a) paper: "It reminded me of the 15 to 20 articles I had written at UND [University of North Dakota] that I was not able to publish in mainstream psychological journals. After I had been at Harvard a few years, most of those same articles were published in mainstream journals." Phenomena like this led Scarr (1982, p. 53 ) to the insight: "A rose grown in major universities seems to smell sweeter than the same variety submitted to journals from less halcyon fields."
Due to the flood of papers, editors often encourage referees to stiff reviewing. Moreover, they have to grant their referees absolute anonymity to prevent the pool of referees from drying up. Referees who economize on time in the preparation of their reports are tempted to use the same signals (Honig 1982, p. 217) , and, thereby, reinforce the bias of editorial screening. When the author is unable to show these credentials, they resort to some trivial statements and suggest rejection of the paper.
19. Cf. Wilson (1982) ; for empirical evidence cf. Fisher et al. (1994 , p. 145). 20. Over (1982 . Cf. also Perlman (1992) , Fisher et al. (1994, pp.145-6) .
There are scores of attempts at showing empirical evidence of favoritism, 21 alas, most of them had to rely on data of accepted or published papers rather than submitted papers (Hodgson and Rothman 1999, p. F180) because such data are hardly ever released. Yet favoritism can only be evidenced with respect to data on submitted papers broken down both for regions and institutions. A rare exception is the work by Link (1998) . She investigated all original submissions received by the journal Gastroenterology in 1995 and 1996 and found a statistically significant bias of all referees in favor of papers submitted by US authors; this tendency was still more pronounced for US referees.
This leads us to a more palpable objective reason of favoritism, viz. the language problem. English has by now become the lingua franca of science. This puts nonnative speakers with their different cultural backgrounds, their imperfect command of English, and their sometimes clumsy English expression at a severe drawback. Now, a language which had become the lingua franca of science bears not only decisive advantages for the native speakers, it has also responsibility for science as a whole and should not discriminate against earnest scholars just because of their imperfect command of the ruling language. Peer reviewers should face the challenge to provide stylistic help rather than suggest rejection of a manuscript because they eschew the effort to try to understand it properly.
Confirmatory Bias
Scores of empirical studies have shown that manuscripts with positive results have much greater chances of being published. 22 It seems that referees as well as editors are predisposed towards positive results and dislike papers reporting negative results. The same applies to significant versus nonsignificant results; papers reporting significant results have greater chances of being published than papers reporting nonsignificant results. 23 This applies even for large randomized trials. 24 In order to remedy this pitfall of traditional peer review processes, a specialized journal, viz. the Journal of Negative Results in Biomedicine, has been established in 2002 by Harvard University, but it seems that only few authors did submit respective manuscripts to this journal. Obviously, authors, too, are possessed by the confirmatory bias.
21. Fusfeld (1956) ; Cleary and Edwards (1960) ; Yotopoulos (1961) ; Siegfried (1972) ; Bairam (1994) ; Elliott et al. (1998) ; Hodgson and Rothman (1999) ; Kalaitzidakis et al. (1999; 2001) ; Kocher and Sutter (2000) ; Coupé (2000a,b) . 22. Cf., e.g., Smart (1964) ; Goodstein and Brazis (1970) ; Greenwald (1975) ; Mahoney and Kimper (1976) ; Kerr et al. (1977) ; Mahoney (1977) ; Rowney and Zenisek (1980); Chalmers (1985) ; Dickersin (1990); Callaham et al. (1998) . In contrast to that, Olson et al. (2002) did not evidence a confirmatory bias. 23. Cf., e.g., Sterling (1959) ; Bozarth and Roberts (1972) ; Atkinson et al. (1982) . 24. Krzyzanowska et al. (2003) .
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The ironic feature of confirmatory bias is the fact that it is fundamentally illogical. Positive results and negative results experiments are not equivalent in their logical implications. In fact, while they have unquestionable bearing on the subjective aspects of belief, successful experiments have no necessary logical bearing on the truth status of their source (i.e., a theory or hypothesis). … It is only negative results (contraryto-prediction) experiments which carry logical implications. … Despite this clear mandate from logic, however, our research programs and publications policies continue in their dogmatically confirmatory tradition.
A bias related to the confirmatory bias has been noticed for the source of the funding of the research. Whereas experimental drugs were recommended as treatments of choice in only 16% of trials funded by nonprofit organizations, this percentage rose to 51% of trials funded by profit organizations (Als-Nielsen et al. 2003 ).
Are Nonprofit Journal Editors Good Economists?
Let us start with an example: The number of members both in the American Physical Society and the American Sociological Association increased about two and a half times between 1950 and 1965. But, whereas the number of pages published annually by The Physical Review increased 4.4 times during this time from 3,920 pages to 17,060 pages, the number of pages published by the official organ of the American Sociological Association remained about the same (Zuckerman and Merton 1971, p. 79) .
As to ten top nonprofit economic journals, only three of them increased the number of pages by more than 10% between 1985 and 2001 (Bergstrom 2001, p. 189) . As the number of pages per article has also considerably increased (Ellison 2002a) , these joint effects sky-rocketed the manuscript rejection rates of the top nonprofit economics journals.
In contrast to that, the average number of pages published annually by ten top commercial economics journals increased between 1985 and 2001 from 913 to 1700, that is, by 86.2%. Whereas the average price per printed page rose from 10 Cents to 15 Cents between 1985 and 2001 for the nonprofit journals, the respective average price rose from 30 Cents to 82 Cents for the commercial journals (Bergstrom 2001, p. 189) . This policy enabled the publishers of commercial journals to reap enormous profits (Bergstrom 2001, pp. 187 and 192) . They accomplished that by and large by publishing only specialized journals. This demonstrates the inability of the editors of nonprofit economics journals to have filled in this growth segment of the publication market. Other than journals such as the Physical Review, Nuclear Physics, Nuevo Cimento, the Journal of the Chemical Society-London, the Journal of the American Medical Association and the Journal of Experimental Psychology, to name but the most important ones, the nonprofit economics journals did not establish specialized subjournals, but increased the rejection rates instead 25 and referred excellent papers to the more specialized (commercial) journals. Neither did they have the imagination to introduce page charges, following Sam Goudsmit's lead of the Physical Review journals in the 1940's. This device allows, first, low manuscript rejection rates, second, reasonable subscription rates, and it works, third, in the direction of shorter papers. While economists have pioneered in research on economic incentives, the editors of their learned nonprofit journals seem to be incapable of their application.
Thus, the shortcomings of peer review have given rise to widespread uneasiness. Colman remarked that "... authors … often find themselves in a Kafkaesque situation analogous to that of a person prosecuted and condemned in a court of law without any right of defense."
26
The dichotomous views on peer review and the sharp contrast between different voices induced us to carry out an own empirical investigation. It is presented in the second part of this article.
A BEAUTY CONTEST OF REFEREE PROCESSES OF ECONOMICS JOURNALS
The Survey
At the end of 2001 and at the beginning of 2002 we addressed some twenty thousands persons twice by e-mail asking them for their online responses to seven 25. Unfortunately we cannot adduce widespread statistical evidence that rejection rates in economics journals have indeed increased, as the respective figures are released by the editors of only very few economics journals. There is, however, broad indirect evidence for this fact: (1) economics papers are roughly twice as long as they were 25 years ago [Ellison (2002b, p. 998) ], (2) The average number of pages published by nonprofit economics journals has increased by but 18% between 1985 and 2001 [Bergstrom (2001, pp. 189 and 192) ], (3) the number of academic economists has considerably increased [just look at the number of attendants at economics congresses and at the increased number of such congresses], (4) the productivity of academic economists has not decreased [look at the number of papers presented at economics congresses]. 26 Colman 1991 , p. 142. Cf. also Ingelfinger (1974 Cole (1991); Crandall (1982; ; Eckberg (1982) ; Mindick (1982, p. 227); Horrobin (1982, p. 217); Hogan (1982, pp. 216 and 218) ; Armstrong (1982, p. 197); Glenn (1982) ; Griffith (1982, p. 215); Howe (1982, p. 218); Nelson (1982) ; Ziman (1982, p. 245 Aplicada, 2005: 505-551 • Vol. 23-3 questions concerning their experience with referee processes of economics journals. Some 6,000 persons in total had a look at our questionnaire, but only a bit more than 10% of these individuals started to respond to our questionnaire.
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As professional institutions in the Anglo-Saxon world did not even respond to our inquiry, let alone did offer their cooperation we used other sources of mail addresses in the hope of capturing many economists. Many addresses were those of professional people who had never published. Response rate of 3% may seem to be small, but all senders of spam mails would consider such a response as a great success. Moreover, election forecasts and public opinion polls rest on much lower percentages and yet provide reliable results. Thus, although we would have liked to have more and better data, our results provide nevertheless interesting and important insights.
The Journals
In our survey we used two groups of journals. We call them invited and contributed journals, respectively. The invited journals centred on the famous Diamond (1989) list presented in Table 1 , which comprises 27 economics journals. We enlarged this list by 49 journals taken from the A and B categories of the VSNU (Vereniging van Samenwerkende Nederlandse Universiteiten -Association of Universities in the Netherlands) economics journals ranking list, which we considered as important enough to be included. This makes 76 invited journals. Furthermore, we allowed our respondents to contribute journals to list at their own discretion. This procedure yielded a total of 359 journals. Space does not permit to include a list of all journals in this article. 27 However, the structure of responses shows that our choice of the 76 invited journals provided a good match with respondents' experience: Among the 73 journals showing at least 10 responses to Question 1, only four were not listed among the invited journals. All ten journals which attracted one hundred or more responses are also members of the Diamond list. All journals of the Diamond list, with the exception of the Brooking Papers on Economic Activity, elicited at least 11 responses to the first question. Moreover, the responses show that the Diamond list ignores some renowned (mostly non-American) journals, which existed well before 1989.
For the presentation of the results of our study, the data were broken down as follows: For the analysis of relationships between respondents' attitudes, we employed all data irrespective of how many responses per journal we had. For descriptive documentations with respects to particular journals we arbitrarily settled on at least five valid responses for the respective journals. To report on journals with less than five valid responses would probably convey a distorted picture. As some respondents had chosen to drop out during the survey, the set of journals decreases somewhat for later posed questions. For Questions 1 and 2, 110 journals had at least five valid responses, for Question 3 we had 107 journals, and for Questions 4-7 we had 106 journals.
For the purpose of this paper we prepared, moreover, a concise summary documentation of subjects' responses. We narrowed down the set of papers to a cutoff benchmark of at least twenty valid responses to Question 7 (the last question). 28 51 journals satisfy this condition. Table 3 shows them ordered according to the ranking of the journals with respect to Question 7 asking for subjects' general satisfaction with the journals' referee processes. All rank numbers are taken from the more comprehensive tables.
Respondents
A survey of researchers' experience with referee processes can follow several routes. One possibility is to address successful authors who managed to get their 27. The list of all 359 journals can be downloaded from our homepage http://www.wiso.unikiel.de/ifs/chair/peerreview.php as Table 1*. It contains all journals for which the first question was answered (respondents could answer subsequent questions only by passing Question 1 first). In this table, the invited journals are marked with an asterisk, the journals of the Diamond list among them with a diamond, and the contributed journals are unmarked. 28. The documentation of the results based on a benchmark of at least five valid responses can be downloaded from our homepage http://www.wiso.uni-kiel.de/ifs/chair/peerreview.php as Tables 3*-8*.
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Estudios de Economía
We took the second route and asked several institutions for e-mail addresses of economists. Fortunately for our survey, many of them lent us their help. In particular, we received help from the European Economic Association, the Verein für Socialpolitik, the editorial board of the Economics Bulletin, from IZA [Forschungsinstitut zur Zukunft der Arbeit -Institute for the Study of Labor] and from Inomics. Our faculty colleagues Sönke Albers and Joachim Wolf also provided good advice. Some e-mail addresses of economists were collected by us. Several institutions, mostly from the Anglo-Saxon world, did not even reply to our inquiries, let alone offer us their cooperation. These were, in particular, The American Economic Association, The Econometric Society, and The Royal Economic Society, as well as some less well-known Asian economic associations. This refusal of cooperation implies that American, Asian and Pacific economists are unfortunately underrepresented in our survey (cf. Table 2 ). We had only the choice to work with the data available or dispensing with our endeavour at all. As we had to cope with biased data anyway, we felt that the results would justify data shortcomings. The data of all respondents underwent a plausibility test. This led to the elimination of the data of 9 respondents, representing their joint responses to 22 journals, for various reasons.
29 As these were typing errors, jokes, or attempts at manipulation, 30 the data of these subjects had to be eliminated. Concerning the descriptive results for the particular journals (at least five usable responses), we were left with 630 respondents to the first question, of which 551 participated in the survey through to the seventh question. In the aggregate 31 , we could dispose of between 4538 (for Question 1) and 3791 data per question (for the entries to Questions 2-7 cf. the number of entries in Table 8 ).
Reactions
In addition to responses to our questions, many subjects sent us comments and suggestions. The tenor of their reactions was helpful, sympathetic, or critical.
Many helpful comments drew our attention to related work, some of which entered into the first part of this paper. Most of the general work, had, however, to be deferred to a comprehensive study on The Performance of Peer Review: An Interdisciplinary Report, which is presently under elaboration.
Numerous sympathetic, some of them even enthusiastic, reactions came from all strata of respondents. Many commentators argued that we should have posed more and more detailed questions. Yet, it is true that we started originally with a far more comprehensive list of questions, but decided to confine the questionnaire to but seven questions for fear of too many drop-outs. Our experience with this survey showed ample evidence that we were right in doing so: Only about eight per cent out of all persons originally interested in our survey embarked on responding to all questions. However, we conjecture that some drop-outs might also have been caused by inefficient web services in some countries. Other sympathetic scholars took the occasion of our survey to broach their own uneasiness with the current referee situation.
Critical comments were received from only a few prominent economists. For instance, a renowned economist urged us: "please stop sending me reminders about this research. Such research projects are dangerous and misleading!" Comments like this suggest that research directed at referee processes of learned journals seems not to be favored among some of the profession's most prestigious scholars.
29. The elimination criteria were: Response time exceeding 250 weeks (3 respondents), having received more than 10 referee reports (5 respondents), and having received referee reports without having submitted a paper (1 respondent). 30. We checked also computer IP addresses for similar evaluations, but did not observe suspicious similarities of responses in the cases of multiple uses of the same computers. 31. Counting all journals irrespective of how many responses we had per journal.
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The Questionnaire
When a responded connected to our server, (s)he was first presented with a general plea to participate in the survey. Then the respondent was shown a list of our 76 invited journals and asked to select those journals with which (s)he had experience as an author. Furthermore, the respondent was prompted to add further economics journals of his or her choice. Both sets together formed the particular respondent's journal set.
Then the respondent was asked the first question and asked to respond to subsequent items for the selected journals. For the Questions 1, 2, 3, and 7, (s)he was urged to respond to the respective question for all journals in his or her set. As to the first three questions (s)he could proceed only after the respective question had been answered for all journals in the set.
32 Questions 4-6 could only be answered if the respondent had actually received a referee report. As some journals reject manuscripts without having solicited referee reports, a respondent may not have experience with referee reports of all journals to which (s)he had submitted manuscripts. Therefore, for Questions 4-6 we allowed for passing to the next question without having responded to the respective question for all journals. Moreover, during the response process, a respondent could also opt to eliminate some journals altogether from his or her journal set. While the questions answered up to this point were kept in our data, these journals were then dropped for the subsequent questions. This device was intended to encourage respondents to complete the questionnaire even if s(he) realized that (s)he had initially proposed a larger set of journals than s(he) was able or willing to evaluate.
33
The questionnaire consisted of the following seven questions per journal.
34
Question 1: "After submission of your paper, how long did it take on average to get a reply other than just a confirmation that your paper had been received?"
35
Question 2: "How many referee reports did you receive on average?" Question 3: "How many papers did you submit to this journal and how many papers were accepted?" Question 4: "Were the referee reports competent?" Question 5: "Did the decision of the editor match the referee report?" Question 6: "Were the referee reports carefully done?" Question 7: "How was your overall satisfaction with the procedure of paper submission to the respective journal?"
32. This method warrants that subjects could concentrate on meaningful comparisons among the journals of their set for the same aspect of evaluation. 33. The elimination of journals was easily accomplished. The respondent had only to erase a little hook after the journal. 34. The screenshots of all seven questions can be downloaded from our homepage http:// www.wiso.uni-kiel.de/ifs/chair/peerreview.php. 35. In the respective cell subjects were asked to indicate the response time in weeks.
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Note that the responses to Questions 1-3 are numbers such as the spell to get a first reply, numbers of referee reports received, and numbers of papers submitted and accepted. In contrast to that, the responses to Questions 4-7 result from mouse click to one out of seven fields on Likert scales. In our results, the worst value is coded with a 0, and the best with a 6, so that 3 forms the mean coded value of each Likert scale if all values were clicked with equal frequency. Notice, of course, that data form Likert scales are necessarily subjective data. Were interested in the opinions of our respondents Likert scales is the proper way to capture perceptions.
Results
To have some kind of measuring rod for comparisons, we often calibrate our results against those journals which are commonly regarded as being the core economics journals. Although there exist several categorizations (e.g., Burton and Phimister, 1995) , we decided to stick to the well-known Diamond (1989) list.
Descriptive Results
Recall that, for the particular journals, we confined our attention to those journals which commanded at least five valid responses. This reduced the set of journals given attention to a domain of 106 to 110 journals. The journals were ranked according to the given responses, where equal responses led to equal ranks. We used the following ranking criteria:
Question 1: Shorter response times. Question 2: Greater number of referee reports. Question 3: Higher individual acceptance rates (papers accepted / papers submitted).
Question 4: Higher competence of referee reports. Question 5: Higher matching of editorial decision and referee reports. Question 6: Higher carefulness of referee reports. Question 7: Higher overall satisfaction with referee process.
Complete data for the present study are presented in tables which can be downloaded as Tables 3*-9* from http://www.wiso.uni-kiel.de/ifs/chair/peerreview.php. For the concise summary documentation of subjects' responses presented in Table 3 of this paper, we employed a cut-off benchmark of at least twenty valid responses to Question 7. 51 journals satisfied this condition. In order to provide background information, we indicated in Table 3 the ranks R of the more comprehensive tables. As to Table 3 , we had to settle on one ordering criterion; we used overall satisfaction (Question 7). As overall satisfaction is the most important characteristic, we arranged the columns of Table 3 in reverse order of the presentation of questions. The findings of our paper rest, however, on the more comprehensive results. Table 4 provides a concise summary of descriptive results. In the remainder of this subsection the descriptive results are discussed in greater detail.
With respect to response time, the Quarterly Journal of Economics stands out as the speediest one with a mean turn around time of 0.613 weeks, that is, 4.29 days. However, given its high subjective rejection rate of 93%, this means that the managing editor(s) of the Quarterly Journal of Economics reject(s) many of the submitted manuscripts without ever having consulted a single referee as to rejection or acceptance of a paper. Indeed we registered n = 91, 89, 88 responses to Questions 4, 5, 6, but n = 106 responses to Question 7 which means that several subjects did not receive a referee report at all. These values resemble those obtained for Economics Letters, for which we registered n = 129, 125, 123 responses to Questions 4, 5, 6, but n = 154 responses to Question 7. Given a mean response time of 14.77 weeks and a meager mean of 0.86 referee reports, this leads us to conjecture that the decision to reject a paper without having sent it to a referee takes the editor of Economics Letters considerable time. Moreover, we cannot exclude that some authors counted a letter from the editor only as a true referee report.
As compared to other disciplines, e.g., the natural sciences, economics journals seem to take a particularly long time to reach a decision. Hardly any journals decide in fewer than 10 weeks, and more than half of them need 20 weeks and more to take a decision. 20 journals of the Diamond list (out of the 26 remaining ones) need more than 20 weeks to make a decision.
A mean of more than two referee reports is the exception rather than the rule. Among the Diamond journals, only Econometrica and Economic Inquiry reach a mean number of referee reports above two. These are the only Diamond journals which rank among the first twenty ranks with respect to the mean number of referee reports. Economics Letters ranks last among the journals from the Diamond list (0.86 referee reports per respondent). Recall that respondents might have considered the managing editors' rejection as a valid referee report.
We used subjects' reports on total numbers accepted by and submitted to a respective journal to compute the journal's individual acceptance rates. The data show that the more reputed journals have lower acceptance rates, which was to be expected. Indeed, 17 journals out of the Diamond list figure among the last 25 ranks. 36 Crossdisciplinary comparisons show that manuscript rejection rates are much higher in the humanities than in the natural sciences.
37 By and large a rejection rate of more than 80% in the humanities contrasts with an acceptance rate of some 80% in the natural sciences.
36. However, there are some exceptions to this regularity. For instance, four journals of the Diamond list rank below 50 (out of 94 ranks). 37. Cf., e.g., Zuckerman and Merton (1971) , Lazarus (1982) , Adair (1982) , Hargens (1988; Aplicada, 2005: 505-551 • Vol. 23-3 h (5) Competence (4 Estudios de Economía Aplicada, 2005: 505-551 • Vol. 23-3 Competence of the referee reports is, on the whole, judged rather favorably. Only twelve out of 106 journals were rated below 3.0 (out of a maximum 6.0), among them only two Diamond journals, viz. the Journal of Political Economy and the Journal of Financial Economics. Seven out of the journals of the Diamond list (recall that the Brooking Papers dropped out) score at 4.0 or better. Competence of referee reports seems to be not positively correlated with the reputation of a journal. Neither the journals of the Diamond list nor of the invited journals bunch at the upper or at the lower end; they appear to be rather evenly distributed among the ranks. For instance, 14 journals of the Diamond list rank ahead of, and 12 rank behind the mean rank of 44.
Estudios de Economía
Our results show that most journals score rather well with respect to matching of the managing editors' decisions with the recommendations of the referee reports. However, this signals a good performance of peer review if and only if referees' judgements are valid. If they are just reliable, and the managing editor decides blindly in accordance with them, this need not be a proxy for good refereeing because referee hostility or incompetence may be but insufficiently monitored by the editor. 38 Attentive editors should interfere in the latter case, which would be reflected in lower matching scores. Companying letters to the editors may also be harsher than the referee reports for the authors. Editorial deviation from referee recommendations may also be prompted by high backlogs of manuscripts which may goad editors' zeal to curb the growth of the queues of papers agreed to be published. Such independent decisions by editors may help explain the lower rankings of some prestigious journals, such as the American Economic Review, the Journal of Political Economy, the Review of Economics and Statistics, the Journal of Public Economics, the Economic Journal, and the Quarterly Journal of Economics. When an editor, because of space limits, is forced to reject manuscripts furnished with good referee reports, (s)he may well give in to favoritism, which will be discussed below.
38. With respect to the editorial decision to accept or reject a manuscript, voices have been aired which encourage editors to use their discretionary powers wisely and -if necessary -should not shy at overriding referees' recommendations (Bailar 1991, p. 138) . Stricker (1991, p. 164 ) disputes that good editors should behave like psychometric clerks who simply add up the scores that a manuscript gets from the referees. He argues that "good editors are not clerks. They read the manuscript, appraise the reasons reviewers give for their recommendations, and weigh all the information about it …" He is paralleled in this view by Glenn (1982 , p. 212), Rodman (1970 , and Goodstein (1982, p. 213) . Crandall (1991) pleads along the same lines that editors should be super referees. He deplores that too many editors do not behave in this way. He suspects "that many editors do not even read the papers for which they are supposed to have editorial responsibility." Scarr (1982, p. 54) , editor of Developmental Psychology and the American Psychologist, has made a case for editorial responsibility. She refers editors, who shirk their duties, to one of Harry Truman's wise insights: "If you can't stand the heat, get out of the kitchen." Yalow (1982, p. 244 ) blamed reviewer and editorial incompetence for instances as revealed by the Ceci (1982) experiment. Simon et al. (1986, p. 270) report that only between 13 and 19% of authors' complaints against referee reports were successful.
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Overall satisfaction with the whole procedure of paper submission proved as disappointing for the prestigious journals. Out of 106 journals, 36 scored at 4 or better; among them only five journals were from the Diamond list. Out of the 106 journals, 23 scored worse than 3; among them eight journals were from the Diamond list, to wit, the European Economic Review, Economica, the Quarterly Journal of Economics, the Journal of Labor Economics, the Economic Journal, the Journal of Monetary Economics, the Journal of Financial Economics, and the Journal of Political Economy.
Statistical Results
Response Biases
All data obtained from the subjects are, of course, subjective data. However, the data collected for Questions 1-3 have objective counterparts. In an attempt to correct for subjective biases, we sent a mail to the editors of all 110 journals for which we had received at least five valid responses to Question 1 and asked them for editorial data on the average response time to authors, the average number of referee reports solicited, and the average acceptance rate of manuscripts. Replies to these questions seemed to be easy, as editors of most journals are wont to keep regular statistics on these figures. Indeed, a few journals do even publish them (see, for instance, The Economic Journal Managing Editors ' Report, 2005) . Editors who did not respond to our mail were sent a reminder. We received responses from the editors of 52 journals (response rate: 47.3%), among them 7 responses from the 26 Diamond journals (response rate: 26.9%). Note that we could not check whether we received the true objective data, biased data or mere conjectures of the editors, but they represent an independent alternative data source which allowed inferences on possible biases. For the sake of a shorthand expression we address them as the objective data in this paper. Table 5 gives a concise summary of our results. Their entries are the means (taken over all journals for which we had data) of the ratios of the mean responses of the subjects and the responses of the editorial board. Table 5 shows us that the subjective response time exceeds the objective one by some 50%, that the subjective number of referee reports is slightly lower than the objective number of referee reports, and that the subjective acceptance rate exceeds the objective one by some 150%. The most spectacular upward bias is noticed for the subjective acceptance rates. We may offer several explanations for that (all of which may have contributed to produce this result): 1. Self-selection effect: It seems that the more successful (and, perhaps, also the more active) scholars felt more attracted by our survey than the less successful ones.
39
2. Survey-selection effect: As our survey was directed to investigate authors' experience with referee processes, we had asked subjects to respond only for those journals with which they had experienced at least one referee process. This rules out manuscript submissions which were rejected immediately by the editors without soliciting referee reports. Of course, manuscripts which were infused into the referee process have positive chances of being accepted, whereas the crude (objective) rejection rate includes also purely editorial rejections. 3. Cognitive-dissonance effect: Successful events are memorized, failures are mentally suppressed.
Trend effect:
True acceptance rates fell with the lapse of time. Respondents who remember their submission history of papers amalgamate past with present experience, which, due to the influence of higher past acceptance rates, biased their perception of acceptance rates upwards. In other words, their samples with the respective journals comprise different situations of whose trend they were not or were only insufficiently aware.
39. Similar effects were observed by Sweitzer and Cullen (1994) . They polled 209 authors for their satisfaction with peer review processes. 67% of the AR (accept with revision) authors, 43% of the RR (reject but may resubmit) authors, and only 30% of the RO (reject outright) authors responded to their questionnaires sent to unsolicited authors of the Journal of Clinical Anesthesia. Higher response rates of authors whose papers were accepted were also observed by Garfunkel et al. (1990b) for the Journal of Pediatrics.
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40 This is reinforced when many papers are rejected immediately by the editors without having been infused into referee processes. Given that the more successful authors were over-represented in our survey, this implies longer spells of response time.
Finally, although the subjective number of referee reports is slightly lower than the objective number of referee reports, this deviation is not dramatic. The respective numbers are not too far off reasonable correspondence.
Note, therefore, that our data are biased in favor of the more successful authors. However, as we did not pre-select our respondents a priori from the set of the successful ones, this upward bias is certainly less than it would have been, had we addressed only people whose papers were actually accepted for publication (e.g., by way of taking only the e-mail addresses of respondents whose manuscripts were already published in journals). On the other hand, a survey such as ours is endangered of attracting frustrated respondents who wish to deal a blow to those journals which they consider to have treated them unfairly. The entries in Table 5 show that this was certainly not the case.
Favoritism
Favoritism can manifest itself in three ways, to wit, personal, institutional, and regional favoritism. Personal favoritism means that certain persons enjoy preferential treatment with respect to refereeing and/or editorial decisions. The literature abounds with gossip about personal favoritism, yet, in order to demonstrate its presence, one needs inside data on referee processes and editorial decisions, to which we had no access. Hence we could not study personal favoritism.
We also had difficulties investigating institutional favoritism because, for reasons of respondents' anonymity, we have only a regional, not an institutional breakdown of data. The detailed data of the Coupé list 41 of economics journals contain an institutional and regional data breakdown, alas, only for published manuscripts. Hodgson and Rothman (1999) have rightly objected that, in order to show institutional or regional favoritism, one needs data on regional and institutional distributions of manuscript submissions and acceptances rather than just data of the distribution of 40. Cf., e.g., Ellison (2002a, p. 955, Coupé (2000a) . Table 6 reveals the impression of institutional favoritism practiced by the Quarterly Journal of Economics. The Coupé data reveal that the three institutions represented on 32.86% of the QJE's pages are all American institutions (Harvard, MIT, and Chicago). However, although American institutions in total account for 84.5% of all published pages of the Quarterly Journal of Economics according to the Coupé data, our own data do not allow addressing these facts as regional or institutional favoritism. They do not allow inference on institutional nor on regional favoritism because authors institutions or regions outside the United States of America might exhibit a particularly low submission quota. Moreover, American authors may be similarly affected by institutional favoritism of the Quarterly Journal of Economics (if it really obtains) as authors from other regions. Table 6 serves the purpose of providing an illustration of the problems involved.
In contrast to the Coupé data, our survey produced data on manuscript acceptance rates. However, for reasons of respondents' anonymity, we have only a regional, not an institutional breakdown of data. Thus, although our data are incapable of identifying institutional and personal favoritism, they may be put to good use to investigate regional favoritism. Table 7 shows the results. Figures are used only if they concern more than five submitted papers for a region. We focused our analysis only on acceptance rates which are different according to a χ 2 test at least at the 10%
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Estudios de Economía
42 Interestingly enough, the intersection of journals figuring both in Tables 6 and 7 encompasses only two journals, viz. Econometrica and the Journal of Political Economy. When comparing the journals in Table 6 with the respective regional concentration indices of the Coupé data (not given here), we find that all but two (Journal of Economic Theory, Journal of Industrial Economics) have a regional quota of more than 60% in favor of one region. However, the reverse does not hold; having a regional quota of published manuscripts of more than 60% according to the Coupé data does not imply that the respective journal will also be included in Table 7 . In other words, regional favoritism, according to our survey data, is reflected in higher regional manuscript publication, but not vice versa. Higher regional manuscript publication data may also result from different regional supply, rather than from incidences of favoritism.
42. Recall that this may not be a proxy for chauvinism, but may simply reflect poor mastery of the English language.
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Correlation Analyses
To identify relationships among the responses to our questions, we pooled the data for all journals (irrespective of the number of responses per journal), and combined them into a correlation matrix, Table 8 . When considering response time, we find that it is negatively correlated with all responses. Although longer response times may also be caused by more and better referee reports, the negative correlation with all responses suggests that longer response times seem to be more associated with editorial inefficiency than with more or better referee reports.
When considering the number of referee reports, we observe a moderate, but positive correlation with the acceptance rate and with the qualitative responses. The positive correlation of the number of referee reports with the acceptance rates seems to be influenced by the occurrence of manuscript rejection without referee reports. These manuscripts have no chance of being accepted. Thus, whenever referee reports are solicited, the chance of acceptance becomes greater than nought. The small correlation between the number of referee reports and the editorial match shows that referee reliability becomes a problem in case of multiple referee reports. As editors of economics journals are wont to reject a paper whenever a single one among several 537 THE PERFORMANCE OF PEER REVIEW AND A BEAUTY CONTEST OF REFEREE... Aplicada, 2005: 505-551 • Vol. 23-3 referee reports is somewhat critical, irrespective of how positive the other reviews are, 43 authors perceive an editorial mismatch with referee suggestions. This perception seems to have caused the small correlation. Concerning the rest, more referee reports are associated with the perception of higher competence and higher carefulness, and, by that way, with higher overall satisfaction.
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Prima facie one might have expected that the manuscript acceptance rate exhibits the paramount correlation with overall satisfaction. However, while that correlation is substantial, it is much lower than the correlation between competence and overall satisfaction, and between carefulness and overall satisfaction. The perceptions of higher carefulness and higher competence of the referee reports are associated with higher acceptance rates. Concerning the correlation of editorial match with referees' recommendations and satisfaction, one would, however, have expected a higher correlation.
The highest correlation reported in Table 8 is the one between competence and carefulness of the referee reports. Obviously, our respondents hold that a referee who does competent work also does it carefully and vice versa. 44 Both qualitative responses have at the same time the paramount positive correlations with overall satisfaction with the referee process. Thus, competence and carefulness emerge as the most important positive features of referee processes in authors' perceptions. They are even more meaningful for overall satisfaction than the acceptance rate itself. 45 This gives rise to the conjecture that authors accept rejection of their manuscripts more easily when it is based on competent and careful referee reports. And conversely, they seem to be but moderately happy with the acceptance of their paper when it was based on incompetent and sloppy referee reports.
Finally, to make use of similarities among responses, we applied a factor analysis. We employed a principal-component analysis using a varimax rotation with Kaiser Normalization. 46 This produced a factor composed of the two components: carefulness and competence, each with a factor weight of 0.539, which means that their marginal 43. Cf., e.g., Zuckerman and Merton (1971, p. 78) , Bakanic et al. (1990, p. 378) , Hargens and Herting (1990b, p. 97) , Kupfersmid and Wonderly (1994, p. 56) . In a similar sense cf. also Ingelfinger (1974 , p. 687), Crandall (1982 , Cole (1991) , Colman (1991, p. 142), and Eckberg (1982) . 44. In our instructions for response to Question 6 we used the following remark to alert respondents that competence and carefulness need not coincide: "Concerning question 4, please note that competence and carefulness may be independent." The full set of questions inclusive of instructions can be downloaded from our homepage http://www.wiso.uni-kiel.de/ifs/chair/peerreview.php. 45. This result accords with the results of Garfunkel et al. (1990b) who did not find major differences in review evaluation among authors whose papers were accepted or rejected by the Journal of Pediatrics. However, our result for economics authors stands in remarkable contrast to the findings of Weber et al. (2002) who observed for authors of the Annals of Emergency Medicine that author satisfaction is associated with acceptance but not with review quality. 46. For the ease of calculation we shifted the Likert scales of questions 4-7 by 1 to Likert scales from 1 to 7. For the presentation in the figures, we stick to the scale range from 0 to 6. rate of substitution is equal to -1. We call this factor quality. It explains 86.114% of the variance among the two characteristics competence and carefulness. Competence and carefulness are, therefore, good proxies for the factor "quality". Our analysis yielded 48 factor levels, which we found to be arranged in terms of 13 distinct groups. Representing each group by its median allowed us to focus on 13 representative factor levels. A negative (positive) factor value means that a subject exhibits a less (better)-than-average evaluation of the respective journal. A factor value of zero corresponds to the average evaluation.
Associating these 13 factor levels with the seven levels of overall satisfaction shows a characteristic distributional pattern: For low quality we observe a positively skewed distribution of satisfaction. As quality increases, the distribution of satisfaction becomes symmetrical, and gradually becomes negatively skewed as quality approaches its peak. Note that, although this pattern is in a way due to bunching effects inherent in categorical measurement, it is, nevertheless, rather distinctive in this case. Figure  1 shows the respective graph, which arranges normalized quality at the abscissa, satisfaction at the ordinate. The vertical axis indicates the absolute frequency of our 3817 data points. Low levels of satisfaction are caused by a positively skewed distribution of factor values having their peak at the lowest factor level for the lowest level of satisfaction. For higher satisfaction levels the distribution of factor levels converges first to a symmetric distribution which is reached at the medium satisfaction level. For still higher satisfaction levels the distribution of factor levels assumes the shape of negatively skewed distributions. The factor distribution for the highest satisfaction level has its peak at the highest factor level.
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Finally, we have a look at the joint distribution of overall satisfaction and subjective acceptance rates. Figure 2 shows the respective graph. We observe negatively skewed distributions for all intervals of acceptance rates except the lowest acceptance rates (virtually rejections). Subjects whose papers are often rejected are not distinctly dissatisfied. Although they are not extremely enthusiastic about rejection, we encounter in this pattern a reflection of the appreciation of careful and competent referee reports. Good-quality referee reports may, thus, indeed cause authors to understand rejection of their manuscripts. Figure 3 repeats this exercise for the 13 representative factor levels. For higher acceptance rates we observe negatively skewed distributions, while for the lowest acceptance rates satisfaction is rather evenly distributed with the exception of extreme happiness.
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Christian Seidl, Ulrich Schmidt and Peter Grösche Estudios de Economía Aplicada, 2005: 505-551 • Vol. 23-3 2.6.2.4 Other Determinants of Satisfaction with Peer Review When explaining satisfaction with peer review, other determinants come to mind. First, we could have made a regression analysis to estimate overall satisfaction. This would have required personalized data on the respondents which we do not have (with the exception of the country of residence). Had we required more personalized data, we would have experienced much more dropouts. Second, we could have used some objective journal data to estimate aggregate overall satisfaction of the respective journals. We could draw on the impact factor, or on several of the many attempts at journal rankings. Indeed, we tried hard to explain overall satisfaction by impact factors, but we failed. Impact factors are highly volatile. The results are highly dependent on the set of impact factors (with respect to the periods or aggregates of them) chosen. Moreover, impact factors form important inputs for most methods to compute journal rankings. Given the manifold of journal rankings, 47. Some colleagues told us privately that they were tempted to participate in our survey, but refrained from it for fear of being identified by some inferential techniques! 541 THE PERFORMANCE OF PEER REVIEW AND A BEAUTY CONTEST OF REFEREE... Aplicada, 2005: 505-551 • Vol. 23-3 we would be at a loss to decide which is the most appropriate. 48 Various journal rankings can, of course, be compared with the journal ranking found in this study for overall satisfaction. 49 We doubt, however, that the ranking which conforms best with the ranking of our study would be the best ranking method. Rather it comes up to be a tautology.
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CONCLUSIONS
Peer review in science is a tribunal of sorts. It influences decisively personal advancement, research opportunities, salaries, grant-funding, promotion, and tenure. Peer review claims to exert quality control of manuscripts, to improve manuscripts, to promote innovative research, to foster dissemination of new research, to select projects for grant funding, to screen papers for conference presentation, and to serve as a means to rank researchers, journals, and institutions.
Yet journals no longer serve the function of disseminating new research. As early as in 1971, Garvey and Griffith had already demonstrated that the bulk of communication and dissemination of current research runs over informal outlets such as personal communications, technical reports, discussion papers, and preprints. Eventual publication of a paper means that it had entered the archives of science, while its author had long ago started new research. This applies even more so in the electronic age.
The main purpose of journal publication nowadays is to imprint a signal of quality on a scholar's research. However, this requires an excellent performance of peer review. When peer review lacks validity, impartiality, and fairness, the imprint of manuscript excellence becomes dubious. Empirical research has shown that peer review lacks precisely these attributes. Instead of a sound balance of Type I and Type II errors, the humanities are extremely averse to Type I errors, which has sky-rocketed the journal rejection rates, while the natural sciences are perhaps too much keen to avoid Type II errors, which has resulted in fantastically high acceptance rates.
Referee replication studies and experiments to test referee quality have demonstrated poor general quality of peer review. Evidence of manuscript improvements due to peer review is very weak and statistically insignificant. Because of extreme aversion to commit Type I errors, the dissemination of innovations is impeded by peer review. Editors' and referees' search for easy signals of quality gave rise to institutional, personal, and regional favoritism and to a confirmatory bias in paper evaluations.
48. We mainly referred to the Diamond list because it is the classical attempt at defining journal excellence. Moreover, the journals of the Diamond list are contained in most journal rankings. 49. See Table 9 * on our homepage http://www.wiso.uni-kiel.de/ifs/chair/peerreview.php.
Refusal of publishers and editors of nonprofit economics journals to expand the number of pages in their journals has boosted the rejection rates of economics journals. Other than journals in the natural sciences, they failed to establish either specialized spin-off journals or page fees. Thus, the publishers of nonprofit economics journals ceded the field to the commercial journals.
These limitations induced us to conduct an internet questionnaire investigation of authors of economics journals. We found much longer response times than what is customary in the natural sciences. The top journals had on average high rejection rates. While the top journals did not show particular differences from other journals with respects to the distribution of competence and carefulness of referee reports, they perform somewhat worse for overall satisfaction. Moreover, it is always the same group of some eight top economics journals which populate the bottom rungs in the respective rankings.
We observed response biases among our respondents: the subjective response time exceeds the objective one by some 50% and the subjective acceptance rate exceeds the objective one by some 150%. This may be explained by several effects (selfselection, survey-selection, cognitive dissonance, and trend). Only in rare cases could we isolate favoritism. When it occurred, it discriminated by and large against nonEnglish-speaking countries, perhaps due to poor command of the English language.
A correlation analysis showed that competence and carefulness are highly correlated, and showed the paramount correlation with overall satisfaction, while the acceptance rate exhibited a smaller correlation with overall satisfaction. This suggests that the authors of economics journals have a higher esteem for good referee reports in comparison to a mere focus on the acceptance rate. In other words, they will understand a rejection of their paper if it is backed by well-founded reports.
Combining competence and carefulness into a factor "quality" showed that, as quality increases, the distribution of satisfaction follows, first, a positively skewed distribution higher levels of quality, a symmetrical distribution and approaches a negatively skewed distribution for the highest level of quality. When juxtaposing overall satisfaction [quality] and acceptance rates, we found negatively skewed distributions for all acceptance rates with the exception of the very lowest acceptance rates, for which the distribution is largely uniform. This confirms that manuscript rejection is tolerated provided that the referee reports are competent and carefully done.
